
MONDAY
GETS
GIVINGWEEK 1

15
MIN

WEEKLY KICK-OFF

As this is the first Monday of the month, please consider sharing the Monthly Kick-O� activity and if 
appropriate, video at www.everymondaymatters.org.   

No materials required. 

Prep Time: 0 mins.

1)
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SHARE THIS WEEK’S THEME WITH STUDENTS:  “HOST SOMETHING”

2) ASK 1-3 OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS TO HELP STUDENTS EXPLORE THE WEEK’S 
FOCUS:
 *NOTE: Choose questions appropriate to your students' ages, grades, ability levels, and classroom goals. Students  

 may share their answers in pairs, small groups, or as a large group.

• What does it mean to “HOST SOMETHING”?
– Answer: To have other people as guests
• Have you ever “HOSTED SOMETHING” before or helped someone else “HOST SOMETHING”?
– What did you “HOST” or help with?
– What was it like to “HOST SOMETHING”?
– If you haven’t “HOSTED SOMETHING” before, would you like to?
• How does it feel to “HOST SOMETHING”, or how might it feel?
– Do you think it’s okay to feel nervous about “HOSTING SOMETHING”? Why or why not?
• What are some things you would like to “HOST”, either now or in the future?
– Possible answers: Dinners, book clubs, movie nights, game nights, etc.
• Do you have an idea of who you might invite if you “HOSTED SOMETHING”?
• What are some qualities you think makes a good “HOST”?
• Do you think “HOSTING SOMETHING” would be a good way to connect with other people?
• How might “HOSTING SOMETHING” help you “GET CULTURED”, or get in touch with other people, 
 the “CULTURE” that we all live in, and the “CULTURES” that we all come from?
• Do you think “HOSTING SOMETHING” can help remind you that YOU MATTER?
– How so?

• How can “HOSTING SOMETHING” show other people that they MATTER?
• How might “HOSTING SOMETHING” be a way to remember that every single one of us MATTERS?
• Do you think “HOSTING SOMETHING” could make the world a better place?
– How so?
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4) REVIEW HOW THIS WEEK SUPPORTS THE MONTH’S THEME OF “MONDAY GETS 
CULTURED”:
• Explain
– This month is all about “GETTING CULTURED”
– “GETTING CULTURED” means that you educate yourself about the world and all that’s in it, including other  
 people, other languages, and other ways of life
– There are lots of ways to “GET CULTURED”, including reading, watching films, appreciating art, and   
 “HOSTING” others for “SOMETHING” fun
– When we “HOST SOMETHING”, we discover how important it is to get to know others and where they  
 come from, and how important it is to create life and a “CULTURE” together
– And, we can share a little of our own self with others, including what we’re passionate about and what we  
 want the world to be like
– When we “HOST SOMETHING”, we’re showing others that they MATTER to us, and we’re reminded that we  
 and our actions MATTER, too
• Ask:
– Are you ready to “HOST SOMETHING” this week and show others that they MATTER?
– Do you believe that “HOSTING SOMETHING” can make a real, positive change in the world?

5) PRESENT THE WEEKLY GOALS:
• Discover how we can share ourselves and our passions with others
• Find ways to help others feel comfortable being themselves
• Build community by creating new ways to learn about other people, their lives, and their “CULTURES”
• Understand how “HOSTING SOMETHING” is an important part of this month’s theme, “MONDAY 
 GETS CULTURED”

• What does it mean to “HOST SOMETHING”?
– Answer: To have other people as guests
• Have you ever “HOSTED SOMETHING” before or helped someone else “HOST SOMETHING”?
– What did you “HOST” or help with?
– What was it like to “HOST SOMETHING”?
– If you haven’t “HOSTED SOMETHING” before, would you like to?
• How does it feel to “HOST SOMETHING”, or how might it feel?
– Do you think it’s okay to feel nervous about “HOSTING SOMETHING”? Why or why not?
• What are some things you would like to “HOST”, either now or in the future?
– Possible answers: Dinners, book clubs, movie nights, game nights, etc.
• Do you have an idea of who you might invite if you “HOSTED SOMETHING”?
• What are some qualities you think makes a good “HOST”?
• Do you think “HOSTING SOMETHING” would be a good way to connect with other people?
• How might “HOSTING SOMETHING” help you “GET CULTURED”, or get in touch with other people, 
 the “CULTURE” that we all live in, and the “CULTURES” that we all come from?
• Do you think “HOSTING SOMETHING” can help remind you that YOU MATTER?
– How so?

READ THE WEEKLY INTRODUCTION ALOUD OR ASK A STUDENT TO DO SO:3)  
Culture is something we all make with the actions that we take. This week, we want you to be a part of 
creating the culture around you by HOSTING SOMETHING. That’s right, we want you to get creative, 
invite people over, and have a good time together! When you host something, you are making 
something for you and others to participate in together. And when you bring people together, it’s a way 
to celebrate your culture, other people’s cultures, and the culture that you all are creating together. So 
this week, host a book club, a dinner party, a birthday party, a game night, or something completely 
new. Put together a block party and get to know the people in your neighborhood. Invite others over to 
jam on some music or watch a documentary or funny movie. Whatever you do, have fun together. 
Hosting something matters.

• How can “HOSTING SOMETHING” show other people that they MATTER?
• How might “HOSTING SOMETHING” be a way to remember that every single one of us MATTERS?
• Do you think “HOSTING SOMETHING” could make the world a better place?
– How so?

- MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.

WE MAY ALL HAVE COME ON DIFFERENT SHIPS, 
BUT WE’RE IN THE SAME BOAT NOW.


